
THE Dr Keith Rowley-led People’s 
National Movement (PNM) Govern-
ment is pressing ahead with a multi-
billion-dollar Toco port and highway 
project which they castigated when 
the United National Congress (UNC) 
was in office.

Are there any winners in a project 
they claim will give Toco and the 
north east the development they 
crave? Is there a cost to the character 
of the village, beaches, environment; 
and will it impact on critically 
endangered leather-back turtles? 

On the ground, people are 
wondering why they should travel 
for two hours or more, depending on 
where one lives, to board a ferry to 
Tobago?

In a series of articles, MARK 
MEREDITH investigates the return 
of the Toco port and the issues 
surrounding it.

Part I

NOTHING much has changed on 
the wild coast of Toco since 2000.

The cycle of life has continued 
turning as it always has done, as 
reliable as the rough seas, constant 
as tides and the changing of the 
seasons; a delicate balance of man 
and nature coexisting in an area of 
special beauty held dear to so many 
Trinidadians.

It was this symbiotic relationship 
between the residents of Toco and 
their environment that led to their 
memorable victory in 2000 over 
a private consortium (Worldwide 
Traders International) which had 
planned to build a multi- purpose 
port, all with the blessing of the UNC 
government.

Without prior discussions with 
the residents of Toco, they had 
planned to bury Toco’s Grande 
L’Anse Bay beneath the concrete 
of a huge industrial port that would 

accommodate offshore bunkering, 
oil industry servicing, a long-lining 
fishing fleet and processing facility, 
a cruise ship hub, a marina, and the 
ferry.

The port would also swallow up 
17 hectares of private residen ces 
through land acquisition, even two 
churches and a cemetery. The very 
fabric of Toco would be  destroyed, 
its soul torn out.

The plan was championed by 
Basdeo Panday’s UNC administra-
tion which backed the project idea 
of transforming this sleepy corner of 
Trinidad into a “future Gold Coast”, 
and a “successful business/enter-
prise zone”.

The document proposal for the 
port stated: “The project could be-
come the centre of development for 
the eastern half of Trinidad as the 
city of Port of Spain was for the cen-
tre of development for the East-West 
Corridor and the western/southern 
region of Trinidad.”

Rowley’s about-face

Does any of this sound fami liar? 
It should.

“The socio-economic benefits of 
the establishment of a ferry port are 
varied and significant and will ena-
ble sustained development of the 
region on a scale not unlike the de-
velopment that took place in Point 
Lisas in the 1970s... the  improved 

road access to 
Toco and the Toco 
Ferry Port projects 
therefore have 
huge economic 
and symbiotic rela-

tionships particularly for agriculture, 
fishing and tourism...”

This was Prime Minister Dr Keith 
Rowley’s claim in an address to the 
Joint Consultative Council for the 
Construction Industry on January 
16, 2018.

Eighteen years earlier, how ever, 
Rowley, then of the PNM opposi-
tion, was singing from a very dif-
ferent song sheet, as this address to 
Parliament shows:

“The basis for this port is some 
Tobago-to-Toco ferry. Nobody in 
Tobago wants it; nobody in Tobago 
or Toco appreciates it; but that is the 
grease to have the product created. 
Do you know who is doing this? The 
Cabinet.

“By saying that it is a Toba-
go-to-Toco ferry, the Government 
is giving the impression that it is a 
public purpose and, under that cate-
gory, the Government is now going 
to proceed to take away people’s 
homes to create this port... I tell you, 
Mr Speaker, this Toco ferry port has 
nothing to do with the people of To-
bago and Toco.”

Unknown cost

The Rowley Government’s plans 
for a Toco port they once derided 
are now well advanced. The PNM’s 

about-face has turned full circle with 
the scale of their port model echo-
ing that of the 2000 version in terms 
of size and many of the services 
planned. 

Like its predecessor, the 2019 
edition is very much more than 
a ferry port service to Tobago 
with bunkering, marinas, “mega 

yacht” berthing, oil and gas  sector 
 servicing, coastguard facilities, 
new fishing facilities and a hotel 
all planned at taxpayers’ expense–
how much it will cost is unknown 
because of a request for confiden-
tiality made to the Environmental 
Management Authority (EMA) by 
Nidco, the State agency charged 

Toco’s deja vu HOW IT IS TODAY: Grande L’Anse Bay in Toco as it is today. When the port 
is built, all of this will vanish. —Courtesy Iere Eye Aerial Photography

PROPOSAL: The proposed port at Toco in Grande L’Anse Bay is nearly as 
large as the one rejected by the people of Toco in 2000, and will be just 
as damaging to the environment of the bay.
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Seas:  Moderate
Waves: 2-2.5m in open waters; 
Less than 1m in sheltered areas.
Rainfall: Trace (Piarco)
Cumulative: 12.6 mm (Piarco)
Maximum Temp: 33oC
Minimum Temp:  25oC
Sunrise: 5.44 a.m.
Sunset: 6.19 p.m.
Port of Spain Tides:
High: 9.53 a.m. 11.18 p.m.
Low:  3.50 a.m. 4.36 p.m.
Scarborough Tides:
High: 9.51 a.m. 11.16 p.m.
Low:  3.46 a.m. 4.41 p.m.

TODAY’S WEATHER
Hazy and breezy 

conditions expected; 
low chance of a few brisk 

showers. Moderate to high 
concentration of Saharan 
dust present over region.



CONCERNS ON
PUBLIC RECORD

Comments on the Terms of 
Reference (TOR) which guide 
the port EIA are in the CEC 
 application file and run to many 
pages. 

Here are some of those con-
cerns from citizens of Toco, 
Trini dad, scientists and NGOs.

 
From residents of Toco
and elsewhere in Trinidad:

• “I am flabbergasted as to why such a 
beautiful location as Grande L’Anse Bay with 
calm blue waters, and a huge stretch of white 
sandy beach was chosen to be destroyed to 
construct a port... seawater would be pollut-
ed by the boats docking in the area... beach 
goers would have to bathe in water polluted 
with human faeces, diesel, oil and garbage 
discharged by these boats.”

• “Government is proposing to embark on 
a project that is impractical, unnecessary, 
unwanted, and will involve large-scale capital 
expenditure at a time when revenues are un-
able to sustain recurrent expenditure, far less 
non-viable capital projects.”

• “This project must be stopped before 
massive expenditures are started with major 
environmental impacts to the detriment of 
our national economy and the environment. 
Hence the ‘do nothing’ alternative is the 

 preferred option.”
• “Since childhood, and for years, I have 

 always gone to Grande L’Anse Bay to take a 
sea bath and it would really be devastating if 
this pristine beach was destroyed by construc-
tion of this port.”

• “What we certainly would appreciate is 
sustainable development.”

• “The majority of persons in our commu-
nity think favourably ‘in principle’ of having 
a port for the Tobago ferry service located in 
Toco. Having said that, it cannot be overstated 
that the overwhelming majority of us are not 
in favour of such a large scale project as the 
one which has been proposed.”

• “Our village was shocked to learn of the 
metamorphosis, that has affected what was 
initially marketed to and accepted by the 
majority of the residents of our village, as a 
simple ferry port. It seems the ministry and 
others have begun this so-called consultative 
process by being less than forthright with the 
residents of our community.”

• “Having consulted the present plans 
and maps one can only conclude that many 
people will have to move... Many of these 
families have called Toco home for numerous 
 generations.”

• “Only a small percentage of the Toco 
 community is aware that a copy of these plans 
has been sent to the community.”

• “We are of the view that the inevitable 
discharge of petrochemical and other pollut-
ants would have an irreversibly deleterious 

impact upon the marine environment—not 
only here in Toco itself but along the entire 
north coast of Trinidad.”

• “Toco is regarded by many as one of the 
few remaining relatively pristine areas in the 
island. One of the ironies of the current pros-
pect is that these plans will entail the destruc-
tion (or at least damage of) the very assets 
the area has to offer to tourists and visitors.”

• “If you just consider Grande L’Anse Bay 
alone: the eel grass beds there boast unusual 
species such as mantis shrimp, flying gumard 
and long-nosed bat fish, while in the immedi-
ate vicinity on land there are jacamars, pearl 
kites and red-legged honey creepers.”

From scientists and NGOs:
• “Unfortunately, our country has already 

experienced significant negative effects to 
the coastal environment due to similar port 
development... this should be a lesson learnt 
and taken into consideration for future coast-
al development plans such as what is being 
proposed for the Toco area.”

• “The marine biodiversity at Grande L’Anse, 
the proposed location for this facility, will re-
quire destruction of a biodiverse area. The EMA 
has stated that the contribution of biodiversity 
to the economic and social well-being of T&T’s 
citizens is undeniably  significant... if an ex-
emption is made to sacrifice a biodiverse area 
for a service, then when will decisions involv-
ing a loss of environmental area stop? If we 
compromise now, what will this suggest to our 
future generations as to what our attitudes 
are for our environment?”

• “We are not sure enough justification 
is there to construct a port at Toco; given 
the cost, the impact on the area’s natural 
environment, and importantly the effect on 
the North East coast’s human community 
 especially Toco.”

• “The economic feasibility is suspect. A 
port at Toco is eminently impractical based 
on the lack of adequate (or enough) accessible 
hinterland.”

• “We are concerned that the spend to 
improve the sea bridge to facilitate tourism 
between the sister isles will not produce the 
expected gains. Where is the offset revenue to 
come from? Tourism? Hardly.”

• “There is also the matter of ‘safe har-
bour’ a term that has never been applied to 
Toco. Grande L’Anse Bay is a harsh place to 
site a port—it features a lee shore constant-
ly battered by seaspray from the prevailing 
Tradewinds, and massive incoming swells 
originating from far East Atlantic.”

• “Tobagonians go to Trinidad to shop (in 
Charlotte Street or Chaguanas), seek medical 
care (in POS or St Augustine mainly), or for 
matters to do with education. Toco in that 
sense adds to the time it will take for them to 
do their business.”

with its  construction.
The result is that its enormous 

footprint will be just as devastating to 
the natural environment of Toco, and 
beyond, as the casti gated 2000 edi-
tion. Of special concern is the nesting 
place where leatherback turtles gath-
er at Galera Point, directly in the path 
of the proposed shipping lanes. 

The Sunday Express has informa-
tion that a unique coral habitat will be 
lost forever. 

Also, that Mission Beach, “one of 
many in Toco” used by turtles for 
nesting and an important hub of vil-
lage life in Toco and Mission villages, 
will be swept away by the new coastal 
dynamics that will alter Toco Bay with 
the advent of dredging, a port and 
340-metre breakwater.

We have also been given informa-
tion that an offshore bunkering oper-
ation (the refuelling of oil tankers at 
sea) will form part of an undisclosed 
“second phase” of the Toco develop-
ment in an area of exposed, rough 
water—and we have not been able to 
obtain a straight answer from Nidco 
or the Ministry of Energy 
on this.

The sod has been 
turned for the road which 
will service the port, a 
highway from Valencia 
to Toco (at a cost varying 
between $2 billion and 
$5 billion, according to 
Works Minister Rohan Sinanan), and 
work has begun on sections excised 
from the need for Certificate of Envi-
ronmental Clearance (CEC) require-
ments by the EMA.

This is before any approvals have 
been given for the proposed port, 
which is the reason given for the ex-
istence of the road.

Extinction plan?

And, although the Government 
has flagged the 2019 edition of the 
Toco Port and Ferry Project since 
2015, the people of Toco, as was the 
case in 2000, had not been consulted 
about the transformation of their lives 
until the last minute; in this case this 
April.

Even the information put out by 
Nidco and its design and EIA consult-
ants, is questionable at best. And the 
process by which the development is 
being followed is flawed, according 
to specialists the Sunday Express has 
spoken to.

As was the case in 2000, this news-
paper has sought opinion from pro-
fessionals in the energy industry and 
marine industry, as well as scientific 
and environmental experts. Their ver-
dict on the wisdom of this proposal 

flies in the face of Gov-
ernment claims for the 
project. 

The sense of déjà vu 
for the prople of Toco 
must be overwhelming.

Yes, time has, in many 
ways, stood still in Toco 

and its environs. Their road south is 
even worse than it was 19 years ago. 
They still lack basic services such as 
water: a “long history (since 1969) 
of acute water shortages”; and, the 
Sunday Express has been told, WASA 
cannot even meet their needs today, 
far less the requirements of a large 
multi- purpose port.

They also lack a bank, reliable 
Internet connection, educational op-
portunities, housing.  And they com-
plained about the lack of these ser-
vices at the consultation on April 12, 
2019.

It was clear from that meeting that 
many are so desperate to reverse 
decades of neglect from successive 
governments that they are willing to 
countenance what they so vehement-
ly rejected 19 years ago.

While Extinction Rebellion demon-
strations erupt in cities abroad at the 
threat to our way of life from climate 
change and ecological catastrophe, in 
Trinidad, critics argue, the authorities 
are moving ahead with an extinction 
plan all of their own.

• Tomorrow:
Return of Toco Port—

the lack of consultations
and flawed processes.

‘Reasoning 
behind recent 
police raids’

Read your
letters on
Page 17

GOODBYE TO FUN TIMES?: Swimming in Grande L’Anse Bay—this activity will disappear when the port is built.
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\\\\\ News analysis 
by Mark Meredith

THERE were many reasons the 
2000 Toco Port and Ferry Project hit 
the rocks. Chief among them were 
the lack of transparency shown by 
the developers, the amount of land 
acquisition that was planned, and 
the woeful environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) carried out by the 
developers themselves. 

The 2019 version of the Toco 
port has not begun in an auspicious 
manner, either, repeating many of 
the worst aspects that doomed its 
predecessor, as MARK MEREDITH 
writes.

PART 11

DESPITE THE GOVERNMENT 
trumpeting the Toco highway and 
port as “Legacy Projects” as far 
back as 2015, they had not once 
thought to ask the people who live 
there what their opinion might be.

Until the highly technical pres-
entation on April 12 this year by 
the port designer Arun Buch and 
Associates and the UK-based EIA 
group Environmental Resources 
Management (ERM), the people of 
Toco have had no input into a pro-
ject that will alter forever the village 
where they live, with impacts that 
will reach far beyond its bounda-

ries. 
Until that meeting they had no 

idea what location the port would 
actually occupy. The Express was 
told by a Toco resident: “I can tell 
you there was no consultation with 
the community on the highway pro-
ject and none on the port until this 
one.”

No one has asked residents if 
they want a port, far less what type 
of port they might like. A small 
ferry terminal with a simple break-
water; a basic, improved fishing 

port; or a massive multi-purpose 
port with 340-metre breakwater to 
keep “hurricane-generated waves 
at bay”?

No one has asked them if they 
object to losing their beach, ocean 
front and scenic values at Grande 
L’Anse Bay to a hive of industrial 
maritime activity, with associated 
pollution and noise. 

No one has been told whether 
their property will need to be ac-
quired to accommodate the Valen-
cia to Toco highway, and access to 
the port through the village.

Nor has the Government car-
ried out any type of new feasibility 
study as to whether the construc-
tion of multi-billion-dollar highway 
and undisclosed cost of a very large 
multi-purpose port is financially 
tenable—Nidco has requested con-
fidentiality of the port construction 
costs and this has been accepted 
by the EMA. Neither, and this is 
pretty basic, has any sort of study 

been carried out as to whether an-
ybody will want to use a ferry ser-
vice from remote Toco to Tobago, 
or vice-versa.

Instead, just as was the case with 
the 2000 port project, nobody has 
asked anybody anything. 

Some critics are adamant the 
proposed road should be part of 
the port CEC application as it is part 
of the same project, the reason it is 
being built, to service it.

As we shall see, CEC approval 
will not be straightforward any-
way as the environmental factors 
that did for this would-be port’s 
predecessor are just as serious and 
relevant today, and in the case of 
the leather back turtle, much more 
critical.

Nidco might argue that all these 
concerns can be addressed at the 
EIA stage. Others would counter 
that before you go through the ex-
pense of engaging consultants to 
design a multi-purpose port, hiring 

a team of foreign consultants for 
your EIA, and building a highway 
to connect your port, that you first 
establish whether such a venture in 

Return of 
Toco Port

HERE TODAY, GONE TOMORROW: Grande L’Anse Bay whose 
charm will disappear when Toco Port covers it up.

‘SECOND PHASE’: The location of the alleged, undisclosed second phase of the Toco Port project at Cecil’s Island, offshore 
bunkering—the refuelling of oil tankers at sea.

Seas:  Moderate
Waves:  2.0m ocnl 2.5m 
 IN OPEN WATERS 
 1.0m IN SHLTD AREAS
Rainfall:   Trace (Piarco)
Cumulative: 12.6 mm (Piarco)

Maximum Temp: 33°C (Piarco)
Minimum Temp:  24°C (Piarco)

Sunrise:  5.44 a.m.
Sunset:  6.19 p.m.

Port of Spain Tides:
High: 9.53 am 11.18 pm
Low: 3.50 am 4.36 pm
Scarborough Tides:
High: 9.51 am 11.16 pm
Low: 3.46 am 4.41 pm

Today’s Weather
Hazy and breezy conditions with the low chance 
(30%) of a few brief showers mainly over hilly and 
eastern areas.

Toco Port Proposal
The National Infrastructure 
Development Company Limited 
(Nidco) is the State agency charged 
with delivering the Toco Port. 

The CEC application tells us: 
Construction Period—Approx. 3.5 
years, Operational Period—100 years. 

This is what is planned based on 
the CEC application, the ministry’s 
brochure, and by Nidco’s design 
consultants Arun Buch and Associates. 

FACILITIES
• Inter-Island Fast Ferry Terminal: 
two-storey ferry terminal building 
with galleries, terrace, restaurants, 
etc  
• Two-storey port admin building
• Car park for 150 vehicles
• Cargo storage shed
• Marine side facility with 600m of 
berthing in 7m-8m depths of water 
to accommodate five ships of 100m
• Cargo and oil/gas work boats
• Coast guard facility (632m2) with 
accommodation, and berthing for 
two vessels (“The Trinidad and 
Tobago Coast Guard has expressed 
a desire to establish a facility at the 
proposed facility”).
• Marina for approx 30 craft; also 
berthing for “mega yachts”
• Marina three-storey building to 
include: customs office; admin 
office; restaurant/bar; members 
lounge; a hotel of 25 rooms; police 
post; retail space; 
• Fish market: repair/maintenance/
fish net repair; dry and refrigerated 
storage/ice house
• Offices
• Bunkering facilities
• Fish fry creole village
• Finger piers for 40 small boats 
(10m) and ten large boats (15m). 
• Guest house to accommodate 30 
rooms
• New fisheries complex at Mission 
Bay
• Fuel storage for 750,000 gallons 
of fuel (diesel and gasoline)

PORT AND BREAKWATER 
STRUCTURES

• Total port area: 24.3 acres
• Reclaimed land: 98,000 sq 
metres
• Approximately 518,000 cubic 
metres of fill will be needed; 
dredging works 270,000 cu.m
• Breakwater: “Significant 
protection from extreme hurricane-
generated waves will be provided 
by a major breakwater structure”; 
340m long, built in water depths 
ranging from 4m-9m, extending 
approx 3.5m above mean sea level 
• New drainage channel be 
constructed between the port 
facility and the existing shore 
line, 10m wide and 350m long. 
This channel will fringe the entire 
eastern edge of the proposed 
facility.
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such a location is actually feasible, 
warranted, or even wanted. 

It’s a process called consultation.

A flawed process

The Express spoke with Evana 
Douglas, environmental profession-
al and programme director of Sky 
Eco-Development Organisation and 
lifelong Toco resident. She believes 
in finding a balance between envi-
ronmental conservation and devel-
opment, and that the location and de-
sign of this port fails on these counts.

She is especially critical of the fail-
ure of Nidco to garner the expertise 
and knowledge of local people.

“Stakeholders Against Destruc-
tion (SAD) for Toco compiled an Al-
ternative Development Plan. While 
this focused on the development of 
the area’s tourism and culture, it did 
include a ferry port. The community 
recognised the importance of such a 
facility and proposed a way to get it 
done sustainably. 

“I can say for a fact that the cur-
rent proposal by Nidco did not take 
this into consideration. That docu-
ment was not consulted at all before 
they made their proposal. Therefore, 
in my opinion, the community itself 
and our views were ignored. I would 
also suggest that that plan is a better 
reference because the people who 
prepared it know the area much bet-
ter.”

Douglas is adamant that before 
any kind of proposal is made the 
community must be included for the 
designing and identifying of the right 
location, not merely consulted, what 
she calls “citizen science”.

She said the science required for 
determining the feasibility of the pro-
ject “already exists in our local fish-
ermen, businessmen and business-
women. They utilise the area for their 
livelihoods on a daily basis. However, 
that science cannot be known unless 
they are included”.

Douglas pointed to the fact that 
there are countries in other parts of 
the world with port infrastructure 
and a healthy coastal environment 
“because they recognise the impor-
tance of their coastal environment 
and included it in their development 
plan”.

“I can assure you,” she said, “that 
there are ways to facilitate coastal 

development without comprising the 
marine environment or the Toco cul-
ture as we know it. The fact is that the 
feasibility document Nidco consulted 
is dated. Research methodologies 
update yearly, sometimes even more 
frequently, to facilitate the global 
drive for sustainable development.

“As a people we do not accept 
anything that is dated. Clothes, appli-
ances, electronics, cellphones go out 
of style or are upgraded and replaced 

by something better. Why must we 
accept dated and therefore medio-
cre work for such a massive project 
which will change the country as we 
know it? 

“This is not good enough and 
frankly it borders on laziness...If it 
cannot be done properly (and at 
present, it is not being approached 
correctly), then it should not be done 
at all.”

The Express was also told by 
Douglas that, like the consultative 
process, the EIA process is flawed 
also, especially with regard to the 
time being given to carry it out.  

Nidco’s foreign-based EIA con-
sultants, ERM, who are not familiar 
with the region, gave a time line of 
August for the draft EIA and Sep-
tember for the final EIA at the April 
consultation.

Douglas said this amount of time 
was insufficient as “the proposed 

area is understudied and therefore 
data deficient, meaning there is very 
little published scientific literature 
to give a comprehensive ecological 
background into what exists in that 
area.

“As such, any study to determine 
the feasibility of a port, specifically 
on the ecological side, would need 
to be a baseline—that is, a minimum 
of one year to facilitate the dry and 
wet seasons—to fully capture all the 
possible physical conditions that may 

influence ecological processes. 
“We have experienced significant 

challenges with sea conditions and 
weather during our own study of the 
development area, which is why I am 
concerned about the quality of the 
data that would be captured during 
this short timeframe.

“The time given for completing 
the EIA is not enough to truly capture 
this information.”

Continues on Sunday

Toco Port EIA timeline
THIS is the timeline according to Nidco—currently there is a Final Terms of Reference 
(TOR) being used to guide the draft EIA. The TOR was guided by public comments in 
the draft version by interested parties and stakeholders—(See Part 1—Toco’s déjà vu)

“EARLY AUGUST 2019: Draft EIA submittal
AUGUST 2019: Public Disclosure Meeting
MID-SEPT 2019: Final EIA submittal”
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Seas:  Slight to Moderate

Waves: 1.0m to 2.0m in open waters;

Below 1m in sheltered areas.

Rainfall: Trace  (Piarco)

Cumulative: 16.3 mm  (Piarco)

Maximum Temp: 33o c

Minimum Temp:  23o c

Sunrise:  5.43 a.m.
Sunset:  6.20 p.m.

Port of Spain Tides:
High: 3.54 a.m. 4.56 p.m.
Low:  10.28 a.m. 10.28 p.m.
Scarborough Tides:
High:  3.40 a.m. 4.43 p.m.
Low:   10.19 a.m. 10.20 p.m.

Today’S WeaTHeR
Hot, sunny, hazy and at times 

breezy conditions despite the 20% 
(low) chance brief showers. The 
night would be fair with a light 
breeze despite the odd shower.

Every habitat is critical

AROUND the world leather-
back sea turtles are under 
assault. 

They are killed for their 
meat, their eggs are taken from nests, 
and those that reach adulthood are 
likely to be hit by shipping, industrial 
fishing boats, caught on their lines or 
in their nets, or die from plastic waste 
ingestion.

This remarkable giant, Dermoche-
lys coriacea, which undertakes migra-
tions averaging 3,700 km each way 
between breeding and nesting areas, 
that is distributed more widely than 
any other reptile and has survived the 
last 100 million years, outlasting the 
dinosaurs with whom it swam–may 
have finally met its match, especially 
here. 

One of the most important leather-
back breeding areas anywhere in the 
world is in Trinidad. 

Here, up to 3,000 turtles are caught 
in gillnets every year, with over 1,000 
egg-bearing turtles killed. 

Now they face the added threat of a 
large port with shipping lanes passing 
through one of their most important 
and concentrated population areas.

“I can’t imagine a more foolish pro-
ject than to put a port with large ves-
sels steaming through a major assem-

bly area for leatherback sea turtles. 
High levels of boat strikes of leather-
backs and mortality will result.” 

That was the damning reaction of 
the world’s leading authority on leath-
erback turtles in Trinidad when ques-
tioned by the Sunday Express on his 
views of a multi-purpose port in Toco.

Leatherback hotspot 

Prof Scott A Eckert (PhD) is chair 
of the Department of Biology and Nat-
ural Resources at Principia College in 
Elsah, Illinois, USA, and director of 
Science of the Wider Caribbean Sea 
Turtle Conservation Network (WIDE-
CAST). 

He has done more research into 
our leatherback populations than an-
yone alive.

The area Prof Eckert is talking 
about is Galera Point, where the Toco 
lighthouse is situated. He said: “Galera 

The UN’s Global Assessment Report published earlier this 
month warns that one million species (and one third of marine 
species) face extinction, with habitat loss a major factor.

Our own species is now under threat because of the loss of 
biodiversity, they say. How we protect our environment has never 
been more important. NIDCO and their Toco port consultants 
claim however that the natural environment of Toco’s proposed 
development area “does not possess a critical habitat”.

Quite the opposite is true. Today, every habitat is critical. 

part III

undEr THrEaT: Leatherback turtle nesting at Grande riviere. The waters off Toco are critical to leatherbacks 
who gather there and frequent the northeast coast of Trinidad. —Photo: MARK MEREDITH

Point is a mating assembly area for leatherbacks 
from February to May and is an area where female 
leatherbacks frequent between nesting events.”

He supplied a map using GIS (Geographic Infor-
mation System) analysis techniques showing leath-
erback hotspots along the north and east coasts of 
Trinidad, where encountering leatherbacks is highly 
probable.

The map represents clusters of geographic loca-
tions were fisherman caught leatherbacks in their 
gill nets.

As you can see from the map, one of the larg-
est leatherback hotspots is the area off Galera Point 
and Toco—where vessels using a multi-purpose port 
would pass right through—which Eckert describes in 
a 2006 paper as “an exceptionally important resi-
dence area”.

Prof Eckert was adamant that “data deline-
ating the area immediately offshore of the pro-
posed facility as a leatherback hotspot is une-
quivocal and must be considered in any EIA”. 

In other words, Galera Point must form part of 
the EIA as it cannot be separated from the port 
study area.

But this area is not specifically covered in the 
Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Toco port EIA, 
which concentrates on the immediate project 
area. 

However, the TOR does say that the study 

area must include “nearshore coastal areas and 
marine and terrestrial protected areas and En-
vironmentally Sensitive Areas(ESA), that can be 
affected by the project’s activities...”

Toco port inadvisable

The question for UK-based ERM consultants do-
ing the EIA is whether they are aware of the signifi-
cance of Matura (an ESA) or Grande Riviere’s leather-
back population, or the importance of the leatherback 
hotspot area lying right off the project area at Galera 
Point. 

In his 2005 paper “High-use oceanic areas for 
Atlantic leatherback sea turtles”, Scott Eckert writes: 
“Trinidad supports one of the largest nesting popula-
tions of leatherbacks in the world with approximately 
6,000 turtles nesting annually...turtles from both the 
Grande Riviere and Matura nesting beaches spent ex-
tended time in this area (Galera Pt) between nestings.” 

He explained that the currents that intersect 
off Galera may serve to concentrate jellyfish pop-
ulations, their main food source.

He wrote: “Given the importance of Galera 
Point to leatherback sea turtles as a mating area 
and an inter-nesting refuge, perturbations such 
as commercial developments or commercial fish-
ing operations should be limited.”

And: “Given the critically endangered status 
of Dermochelys coriacea and the importance of 
the region around Galera Point to the Trinidad 
nesting population, development of a Toco port 
facility may be inadvisable.” 

He is using stronger language today, and this 
is why.

In a 2013 paper, writing about the devastating 
impact gillnet fishing was having on the popula-
tion of Trinidad leatherback turtles, he said: “The 
current status of the Trinidad nesting colony is 

by mark meredith
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alarming. Despite strong growth in the pop-
ulation through the 1990s and dramatic 
progress in protecting turtles on their nest-
ing beaches, the population has been in a 
rapid decline since 2006.” 

He told the Sunday Express that the de-
cline of leatherbacks in Trinidad amounted 
to approximately six per cent per year since 
2006 and was local only to Trinidad in the 
region.

“Continuing mortality of leatherback sea 
turtles by coastal fisheries will reduce the 
population size to pre-1990s levels and may 
result in population extinction.”

Toco’s coral habitat

NIDCO’s consultants’ claims of no criti-
cal habitat in Grande L’Anse Bay are mis-
informed, according to scientists who have 
studied the area for many years.

At the consultation presentation on April 
12, Arun Buch claimed that the Seabridge 
team had done a mapping system, and that 
north east Toco Bay “was devoid of any 
critical marine habitats. And the effect on 
marine life under the footprint was not se-
vere and therefore they recommended Toco 
Bay”.

The IMA was more specific, saying: “The 
rocks scattered throughout the eastern sec-
tion of the bay are the substrate on which a 

number of coral and octocoral communities 
have developed. The coral and octocoral 
communities have a recreational and edu-
cational potential,” and goes on to list the 
many species which existed there.

“Incidental nesting of both the leather-
back turtle and the hawksbill turtle have 
been recorded in this bay by the Wildlife 
Section of the Forestry Division,” they added. 

A Toco resident told the Sunday Express 
that five years ago he had “observed the 
spectacle of several hundred turtle hatch-
lings heading into the sea from Mission 
Beach”.

In 2000, the then-developers’ dismissal 
of a coral habitat, including by the same 
Seabridge team member Lee Young & Part-
ners, was hotly disputed. 

It still is. 
And today, with one-third of reef build-

ing corals facing extinction, an example of 
the oceans’ “coral reefs flickering out”, coral 
survival is more critical than ever.

“Caribbean coral reefs, like coral reefs 
across the globe, are among the world’s 
most valuable and most threatened eco-
systems, making them a major priority for 
conservation and management,” Dr Stan-
ton Belford, assistant professor of Biology 
at Martin Methodist College, USA, wrote 
in a paper which studied corals in Grande 
L’Anse Bay.

In comments on the TOR for the EIA, he 
describes many species of coral in Grande 
L’Anse Bay and disputes the assertions 
made by NIDCO’s consultants, saying: “Ma-
rine biodiversity at Grande L’Anse, which 
is the proposed location for this facility, will 
require destruction of a biodiverse area.”

He told the Sunday Express: “To say the 
reefs are devoid of critical marine habitats 
would undermine Dr Tom Goreau’s state-
ment of the habitat being ‘unique’ and it 
was his statement that initially pushed Dr 
Dawn AT Phillip, former lecturer at The 
UWI, and myself to start monitoring these 
reefs in 2005 to the present.” 

He said: “There were 79 species report-
ed, which include environmentally sensitive 
animals, such as the Atlantic triton, Slate 
pencil urchin, and a few unknown sea 
anemone species. There is even a possibil-
ity of new species of soft coral located at 
Grande L’Anse...”

A study by Sky Eco-Development Or-
ganisation’s programme director Evana 

Graphic from prof Scott Eckert showing leatherback hotspots off Toco’s Galera point, in the 
middle of proposed shipping lanes. 

unIQuE: The beautiful slate pencil sea urchin in Grande L’anse Bay, one of 79 species (some possibly 
new to science) so far recorded in the bay that developers dismiss as having no critical habitat.

Location of the two coral 
communities in Toco, 
“the only fringing coral 
reef in Trinidad”, from 
a study by dr Stanton 
Belford (uSa) and dr 
dawn phillip of The uWI. 
Grande L’anse reef is 
located across Baptiste 
Bay to the north and 
Toco Bay to the south.

Douglas, part of a team from the University of Trin-
idad and Tobago, is currently working on determin-
ing the extent of the existing coral where the port is 
proposed to be. Douglas explained that the marginal 
coral communities fringing Grande L’Anse Bay were 
special because coral development on mainland Trin-
idad is rare due to the extreme environmental condi-
tions surrounding the island. 

“The proposed port design does not accommo-
date this habitat at all. As a matter of fact, it will totally 
destroy it by covering sections of it with backfill and 
uprooting other areas with dredging works,” Douglas 
said. See Page 7.

—Tomorrow: Toco the 
optimal location?



It goes on to state: “Based on the eco-
logical environmental impacts described 
above for the three bays, it can be con-
cluded that Toco Bay will be most impact-
ed on or most altered by the construction 
of port and harbour facilities . . .” 

But Arun Buch, in a slide presentation 
at the consultation used to reinforce the 
choice of Toco as a location, quoted an 
IMA  passage saying, “Toco Bay area has 
the least aesthetic qualities of the three 
beaches and will therefore suffer least 
from a change in the nature of the land-
scape”.

However, it could be argued that aes-
thetic landscape values are an entirely 
subjective viewpoint, especially if you live 
in that landscape.

The IMA report describes the physical 
disadvantages of Toco, while admitting 
that a port would enhance the develop-
ment of the local fishing industry.

“Of all the three sites,  wind, wave and 
current activity are by far the strongest 
at this site. The physical requirements of 
a port here will therefore be very costly, 
compared to the other two sites. 

“Water depths are deep, thus requiring 
more massive structures than at the other 
sites; available land space is severely limit-
ed and thus expensive land reclamation is 
inescapable . . .”

And, crucially, the “difficulty of ap-
proach for ferry vessels due to the direc-
tion of the prevailing winds and currents.” 

Feasible location?

NIDCO, in its argument for Toco, 
quote: “an examination of the geological 
and oceanographic characteristics of this 
bay has indicated that the eastern end of 
Toco Bay is the most suitable for harbour 
development.” This passage was also high-

lighted in the public slide presentation.
In isolation that sounds quite convinc-

ing, but as we see elsewhere (above), it is 
not the most suitable for harbour develop-
ment at all, according to the IMA. Quite 
the opposite.

NIDCO has also used for their Toco 
argument a 1990 report carried out by a 
group called the “Sea Bridge Team”. This 
was a private “consortium of consultants”, 
one of whose authors was engineering 
firm Lee Young and Partners (LYP). 

It was LYP which produced the much 
derided in-house EIA for another private 
consortium called Worldwide Traders In-
ternational (WTI), the group behind the 
rejected 2000 port project.

The Sea Bridge report favours Toco, 
and recommended a 50-strong fishing 
fleet of long-liners, among other facilities, 
which LYP’s WTI 2000 project carried for-
ward.

TURTLES AT RISK: Mission Beach, a nesting site for turtles and a source of recreation for Toco residents. Critics say it will be destroyed by dredging and 
altered coastal dynamics.
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IN 1988 the Institute of Marine Affairs (IMA) con-
ducted a study called “Potential Location for Port 
Development in North-East Trinidad”. That IMA 
report looked at the feasibility of Grand Riviere, 
Balandra, and Toco as locations for a port.

The Ministry of Works and Transport, in its 
2017 Master Works brochure, and their consultants 
Arun Buch & Associates at the public consultation 
on April 12, tell us Toco was the preferred location 
chosen by the IMA. The ministry’s brochure claims 
the IMA findings confirmed that “Toco Bay provid-
ed the optimal location for a ferry port”.  

This is inaccurate. 
In their executive summary, the IMA report actu-

ally states: “Toco Bay on the other hand though less 
remote, more populated, nearest to Tobago, and 
with somewhat better road access, offers the worst 
option for port development with respect to the cost 
factor. It offers the smallest area for harbour space, 
and requires the greatest amount of breakwater 
construction and land reclamation.” 

The ‘optimal’ port  location?
‘TOCO THE WORST LOCATION ‘: A port location matrix for the Express by Marine Industry expert Colin Barcant shows Toco to be the worst location for a port of this nature. Toco comes last in all but one category.

THE National Infrastructure Development 
Company Ltd (NIDCO) tell us that Toco is 
the “optimal location for a ferry port”. But 
can anywhere in north east Trinidad be 
considered “optimal” for a large, mul-
ti-purpose port? 

MARK MEREDITH analyses why Toco 
could also be described as the “worst” 
possible option.

Part IV
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This “dated” and questionable report has been 
jumped upon by Nidco and Works and Transport 
Minister Rohan Sinanan as proof that Toco is a fea-
sible location.

Contrary to what NIDCO and their consultants 
say, the 1988 IMA report was not conclusive in fa-
vouring any one location. Instead, it concluded that 
while Grand Riviere may have the best anchorage, 
and be best for a multi-purpose port with ferries, its 
ecological importance as a nesting site of critically 
endangered leatherback turtles ruled it out. 

Balandra better option

Balandra, though having a fixable “sedimenta-
tion problem”, was regarded most favourably due 
to it being serviced by better roads and its proximity 
to urban centres and eastern fishing grounds. 

The report suggested that at Balandra “there 
could be an independent ferry service from Balan-
dra to Tobago using a much smaller vessel perhaps 
around 30m or thereabouts”. 

It further explained that a port facility at Balan-
dra encompassing “multi-purpose vessels (fishing, 
surveillance, small ferries) be accommodated within 
the fishing port concept, and at considerable cost 
savings, and no disadvantage to east coast fishery 
development”.

It concluded: “Of all the resources which can 
potentially impact positively on the development 
of the northeastern area of Trinidad, the exclusive 
economic zone fisheries resource holds the greatest 
promise”.

Toco, as we’ve seen, was regarded as the “worst 
option” with regard to cost, space, reclamation, and 
anchorage suitability. Hardly “optimal”.

The Express asked Colin Barcant, a marine in-
dustry expert who developed the Crews Inn Ma-
rina in Chaguaramas, his views on Toco as a port 
location.

His major concern was that several key issues 
had been ignored, and that the criteria for which 
site made most sense had not been applied. These 
included marine operational cost, the capital cost of 
extending the road network, the development cost 
of the site itself, maritime location (safe harbour 
entrance), environmental impact on the landward 
side, and capacity for expansion.

Barcant even supplied the Express a basic matrix 
looking at the choices of Toco, Balandra, and Saline 
Bay/Salybia Island. Toco came last in all categories 
except the distance from Tobago, which he said 
represented marginal savings compared to all the 
other “3rd choices” Toco fell under. 

Given the criteria, he said, Saline Bay “is meas-
urably superior in terms of a natural site for this 
type of activity”.

Raging Seas

Fishermen and Friends of the Sea in a statement 
questioned the wisdom of a port on this stretch of 
coastline, referring to a statement made by Arun 
Buch at the consultation: 

“Mr Buch stated that ‘the harbour is not des-
ignated as a refuge’ during a hurricane situation? 
What would this mean for fishermen vessels and 
other marinas docked during the hurricane months 
of August – October?”

The Express has been told by a lifelong resident 
of Toco of other extreme sea conditions which pre-
vail on that part of the coast, what they call “ground 
sea”. It occurs between September and March.  

“When this happens the waves become quite 
huge and ferocious, coming ashore and crashing 
onto the rocks and cliffs with tremendous force. The 
sea sometimes rushes straight across the Paria Main 
Road,” he said.

He said the “ground sea” is unpredictable. “The 
turbulence often begins without much warning and 
is not wind driven.” He said the conditions last from 
a few hours, to weeks, and he’s known it last five 
months, unbroken.

“I am unconvinced that the breakwater which 
the developers propose to build would be enough 
to calm the raging sea to a sufficient extent,” he 
said.

The concern about sea conditions around Toco 
was backed up by another lifelong resident of Toco 
with a background in coastal zone management, 
who added:

NEW HIGHWAY: Map of the $2 billion-$5 billion highway being built for a project which has no approvals

“At certain times of the year and during rare, but 
intense sea conditions, there are known currents 
in the area that can take debris as far as Grande 
Riviere. This suggests a connection to coastline ar-
eas beyond the Grande L’Anse area. Therefore the 
question should be, how far West would actually be 
at risk from this planned development?”

Mission Beach, where dredging is proposed di-
rectly in front, would be at likely risk from erosion 
just as had happened when Atlantic LNG’s pier and 
dredging destroyed Clifton Beach. 

“If a single pier can do this to an entire beach, 
which was about the same size as Mission Beach, 
what can an entire port do?” the resident asked.

It was explained there was a savannah direct-
ly behind the beach on the western end. “It hosts 
sport days, cricket tournaments, family days, etc. 
There are also surrounding businesses and homes, 
all of which makes the beach a hub at certain times 
of the year.

“The destruction of this beach would have a 
significant impact on Toco physically, economical-
ly and culturally. It will definitely compromise the 
future generation of Toco and Mission from expe-
riencing the physical beach environment and some 
of the local events I grew up with.

“It is not in line with our sustainable develop-
ment vision as a nation,” the resident added.

Continues next Sunday

BEACH OUTING: Relaxing days on Toco’s beaches will be a 
thing of the past after the port is built.                  



BY MARK MEREDITH

THE 2019 version of the Toco Port 
has been marked by assertions, 
assumptions and controversial in-
formation given out by the Govern-
ment, the National Infrastructure 
Development Company Ltd (Nid-
co), and their consultants.

Claims that Toco is the “optimal” 
location for a multi-purpose port 
have come under question, as has 
Nidco’s assumption that the area 
does not possess a critical habitat. 

We have shown that consulta-
tions with the community began 
only at the eleventh hour, even as 
the environmental impact assess-

ment (EIA) process is in the home 
straight, and that even now, land 
acquisition issues have not been ad-
dressed for the port.

We have highlighted the many 
concerns shown by citizens, scien-
tists and non-governmental organ-
isations (NGOs) with regard to the 
financial and environmental cost of 
a project many regard as a potential 
white elephant which will scar this 
region forever.

Now, we can reveal that two 
other major planks of the proposed 
port plan—an energy servicing hub 
and marina—are based on assump-
tions that simply do not hold water, 
no pun intended.

Dr Rowley’s 
wish is that Toco 
becomes an oil and 
gas hub, the new 
centre of the en-
ergy industry’s ex-
pansion eastwards.

“The north-east 
region of Trinidad 
has the potential to 
become a gas and 
oil industry similar 
to Point Galeota 
and Guayagua-
yare, which can 
provide a better   

quality of life for citizens who live 
below the economic pyramid,” said 
Rowley on March 28.

He went on to talk about “the oil 
and gas exploration that is taking 
place east of Sangre Grande and all 
the way east of Tobago.... We have 
drilling taking place offshore. Toco 
could easily become a jumping-off 
point to our eastern reserves as we 
explore and as we are successful 
going forward. The best part of the 
ocean is east of us.”

Nidco’s port plan accommo-
dates Rowley’s energy hub desires 
with plans for “cargo, oil/gas work 
boats”, clearly outlined in the port 
plan graphic, along with “600m of 
berthing space for five 100m ships” 
from the Ministry of Works and 
Transport “Masterworks” brochure. 

The Sunday Express contacted 
a senior executive in the energy 
industry to find out if their indus-
try would support using Toco as 
a “jumping-off point”—especial-
ly given that the industry already 
had such a port servicing the east 
coast at Galeota. And would they 

be happy to share their space 
with ferries, fishing vessels, a 

marina, megayachts and the Coast 
Guard?

The energy expert disagrees 
with Rowley and Nidco.

“I would confirm that the off-
shore oil and gas industry prefers 
to have single-use service ports. 
Getting things to and from rigs/
platforms is a critical function and 
delays of even a few hours can have 
big cost implications. An oil or gas 
company is not going to want to 
run the risk of a spare part sitting 
port side, waiting to be loaded on a 
vessel while a cruise ship loads up 
passengers,” he said. 

“The other crucial issue is what 
happens ‘land-side’—companies 
won’t want to have to truck stuff 
up from San Fernando or Central, 
where most of the warehousing 
space and/or machine shops are lo-
cated, to Toco.” 

He emphasised: “What the oil 
and gas industry would like is more 
and better Coast Guard assets off the 
east coast, a permanent presence.”     

Offshore patrol vessels were 
ordered by the former Patrick 

M a n n i n g 
People’s Na-
tional Move-
ment (PNM) 
administra-
tion, “but 

cancelled by the UNC (United Na-
tional Congress) and sold to Brazil 
instead. They were/are needed to 
be able to patrol our east coast ma-
riwtime econo mic zone,” said the 
energy executive.

As for Galeota, a port designed 
specifically to do what Rowley 
wants to do in Toco, he said: “Gale-
ota is functioning and there is a 
Coast Guard presence there, but we 
need vessels that can go far offshore 
and stay out there for many days at 
a time —we have platforms more 
than 100 km offshore and drilling 
rigs even farther out.”

Fishermen and Friends of the 
Sea (FFOS) said Galeota was pro-
claimed by former minister Kevin 
Ramnarine as “quality infrastruc-
ture that will attract foreign and di-
rect investment”. 

FFOS said the then chairman of 
the National Gas Company (NGC) 
“stated that the Galeota Port will ‘al-
low for expanded exploration and 
production of oil and gas in Suri-
name, French Guiana, and Guyana’. 
Eight years and $1.3 billion later, 
what happened to the developmental 
promises of the Galeota Port? What 
are we to expect for Toco when sim-
ilar promises are being made now?”

In 2000, the Express reported 
the views of another senior energy 
executive who criticised the use of 
Toco to service the oil and gas sec-
tor in that 2000 port plan. 

We were told back then “that 
the service companies are not inter-
ested in operating out of the Toco 
facility, and that only by force will 
they move to this location.”

Using a multi-purpose port with 
so many different projects operating 
cheek by jowl in a relatively small 

PRIME Minister Dr Keith  
Rowley seems to be  
con vinced Toco can become 
an oil and gas hub servicing 
the energy industry. 

However, the energy  
industry is not inclined to 
agree with Dr Rowley. 

Meanwhile, an expert 
in the marina industry has 

poured cold water on  
Nidco’s plans for a marina  
for the port.

And information reaching 
the Sunday Express is that a 
second phase of the Toco port 
project, involving the filling 
of oil tankers at sea off Toco, 
will go ahead once the initial 
port project is approved.

Conclusion

Rowley’s energy hub?

PLANNED PROJECT: An aerial view of 
Grande L’Anse Bay and Mission Beach, 
which comprises a coral habitat, nesting 
site for turtles and a source of recreation 
for Toco residents, is to be transformed into 
a port and energy industry servicing hub. 
—Photo: IERE EYE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
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area—marina, megayachts, fish 
processing, trawlers, oil servicing, 
cars, passenger ferries—was also 
criticised as “being hazardous” in 
2000 by energy industry personnel 
who insisted that oilfield servicing 
must operate independently from 
anything else.

Into this “hazardous” mix of 
pro jects in 2019 will sit tanks hold-
ing fuel. 

We are told in Nidco’s Certifi-
cate of Environmental Clearance 
(CEC) application that 750,000 
gallons of diesel and gasoline “will 
be used to facilitate refuelling of 
fishing vessels, pleasure craft, as 
well as the larger interisland pas-
senger and cargo vessels...other 
vessels will also be able to refuel 
at the facility if necessary”.

In 2000, a senior insurance un-
derwriter expressed his grave con-
cerns to this newspaper about the 
number of insurances required for 
such a mix of operations—none of 
which, incidentally, are mentioned 
in the 2000 or 2019 plans.

The cost of these insurances 
can be prohibitive based on the lo-
cation of the port and the residen-
tial and environmental concerns in 
the vicinity. Also, the cost and size 
of the liability required is depend-
ent upon the following: whether it 
is a commercial or industrial port; 
the type of activities, vessels and 
craft handled; the experience of 
the personnel involved; and, per-
tinent in Toco’s case, the location 
and exposure—are climate, sea 
conditions and wind a factor?

 
Marina suitability?

 
There is doubt that Nidco has 

done any research into whether 
the yachting industry in Trinidad 
favours using Toco as a marina. 
Yet its plans include a marina for 
approximately 30 craft, with sepa-
rate berthing for megayachts, and 
a three-storey marina building.

Critics are dubious as to wheth-
er the north-east coast could be 
termed safe for pleasure craft, far 
less a suitable haven for multimil-
lion-dollar megayachts.

One sceptic is Colin Barcant, 
a marine industry expert who de-
veloped the Crews Inn Marina in 
Chaguaramas. 

He told the Express: “Megay-
achts have become a catch phase. 
It’s a waste of time in this location. 
I’m involved with a megayacht 
project now in the northern Car-

ibbean, so I know. I would not 
build any purpose-built facilities 
(at Toco). 

“On the other hand, it could 
constitute a small craft harbour; 
good for commercial fishing boats, 
which is what they can consider. 
Such facilities could accommodate 
a small level of transport for pass-
ing yacht traffic.”

 
A second phase?

 
There’s a large rock with a coat 

of green vegetation that forms the 
very top of the northernmost tip of 
Trinidad in Toco. 

It’s known as Cecil’s Island af-
ter a “crazy man” that once built a 
small hut there.

Cecil’s Island must have been 
an awesome spot for the man to sit 
and enjoy his breakfast: peaceful, 
isolated; nothing but the birds and 
wind blowing through the bush; 
and the muted roar of breakers 
rolling in on the rough seas that 
characterise the rugged coastline 
of this particular area.

Cecil has gone now, not that 
people would guess because as 
the Sunday Express has been told, 
hardly anyone knows of it or goes 
there due to its relative remoteness, 
though it used to be a good area for 
lobsters.

So it’s hard 
to imagine 
what Cecil 
would make 
of his island 
being trans-
formed into a 
centre for the 

filling of oil tankers at sea (off-
shore bunkering), especially in an 
area of such rough water. 

But that’s what we’ve been told.
Our information is that there is 

a second, undeclared plan for the 
Toco port. 

This plan, offshore bunkering 
at Cecil’s Island, would only hap-
pen after the initial Toco port pro-
ject is approved.

This seemed such an unlikely 
and risky idea that we had to try 
and obtain an answer from Nid-
co or the Ministry of Energy as to 
whether this could possibly be true.

We contacted Nidco to ask 
them very specifically if these 
plans were fact. 

At the third time of asking, 
Nidco replied: “The facility be-
ing developed by Nidco is clear-
ly outlined in the Certificate of 
Environmental Clearance (CEC) 
application submitted to the Envi-
ronmental Management Authority 
(EMA) and was discussed at the 
Public Consultation held on Fri-
day, 12th April, 2019, at the Toco 
Regional Complex. These plans 
do not include any activi ty beyond 
what was presented at the afore-
mentioned event.”

This ambiguous answer leaves 
us none the wiser as we already 
know what is in the CEC applica-

tion, in their published plans and 
what has already been made pub-
lic. But it says nothing about the 
future. 

The Sunday Express has asked 
Nidco since then for an unequiv-
ocal answer, but has had no re-
sponse.

In their media release response 
to the first two articles in this series, 
Nidco did not mention or refute 
the publication of a map showing 
the alleged offshore bunkering fa-
cility at Cecil’s Island, either.

We asked the Ministry of En-
ergy for comment four times. No 
luck there either. Not even an ac-
knowledgement.

We know of the PM’s wish for 
an oil and gas hub in Toco, that 
the Toco port proposal has oil and 
gas servicing facilities in its plans 
and that this idea has been tried 
before in 2000.

Offshore bunkering off the wild 
coast of Toco raises important 
questions. 

Why isn’t such a proposal part 
of the CEC application process for 
the Toco Port? 

Why haven’t the people of Toco 
been told about such plans as it is a 
very different proposition to using 
their location as a ferry port? 

How would oil spills impact 
the coastline and marine environ-
ment, with its sea turtle population 
and coral reefs?

In the 2000 port plan, an off-
shore bunkering service was to be 
provided by a single buoy moor-
ing (SBM), approximately 1,500 
metres offshore from the Toco 
port. Fuel pumps were to be set 
up on the dock and a pipeline laid 
on the seabed.

In 2000, we asked a senior oil 
and energy industry executive, 
who had seen that port proposal, 
of his concerns about safety and 
in surance of such a high-risk en-
terprise. 

He said explosions and spills 
resulting from a valve not being 
shut down properly could cost 
hundreds of millions of dollars to 
clean up. 

He thought offshore bunkering 
in Toco a bad idea.

SECOND PLAN: Cecil’s Island, location of the alleged, undisclosed 
second phase of the Toco port—offshore bunkering for oil tankers.

RETURN OF TOCO PORT
What we’ve learned

• The PNM’s port plan is almost as large 
as the rejected UNC 2000 version

• Its footprint in Toco will be equally 
destructive to the marine environ-
ment and recreational life (its beaches) 
of people in Toco as its prede cessor

• Contrary to Nidco’s claims, Toco does 
possess an extremely critical habitat 
to leatherback turtles, which will be 
further endangered by the port, says a 
world authority on Trinidad’s turtles

• Toco has Trinidad’s only fringing coral 
reef, and a unique habitat in Grande 
L’Anse Bay will be destroyed, according 
to leading scientists

• Nidco’s claims of Toco being the “op-
timal” location for a NE multipurpose 
are questionable, with two reports 
actually showing it to not be so

• No port cost is given to add to the 
$2b-$5b highway being built to link 
the port to Valencia, which has started 
without approvals for the port

• There is no evidence people will  
rather a use ferry service from Toco 
than Port of Spain 

• Consultations with Toco residents, 
who complain they have had no say, 
have only been held once, and only 
after plans are well advanced 

• Land-acquisition plans for private 
land required for the port have not 
been disclosed

• There are accusations the envi-
ronmental impact assessment (EIA) 
process is flawed, with insufficient 
data being collected

• The energy industry does not seem 
to be  interested in using Toco. A 
marina with megayachts is being 
described as “a waste of time”.

• Allegations of offshore oil bunker-
ing for crude carriers have not been 
denied, and have not been disclosed 
to the public or the EMA.

‘Many different projects in a relatively small area was hazardous’
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